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ACC moves championship events from North Carolina
The decision comes
two days after the
NCAA did the same.
By C Jackson Cowart
Sports Editor

Outside of events hosted on
campus sites, there will be no

Division-I postseason in North
Carolina this academic year.
On Wednesday, the Atlantic
Coast Conference relocated all
neutral-site championships
from the state because of
House Bill 2 — two days after
the NCAA elected to move its
seven championship events
in North Carolina to other
locations.

“The ACC presidents
engaged in a constructive,
wide-ranging and vigorous
discussion of this complex
issue over the past two days,”
said James Clements, chairperson of the ACC Council of
Presidents.
“The decision to move the
neutral-site championships
out of North Carolina while

HB2 remains the law was
not an easy one, but it is
consistent with the shared
values of inclusion and nondiscrimination at all of our
institutions.”
The conference will move
10 championship events out of
North Carolina, including four
from Greensboro and three
from Cary. The football cham-

pionship game in Charlotte,
the baseball tournament in
Durham and the men’s golf
tournament in New London
will also be relocated.
“We appreciate that the
ACC shares our commitment
to creating an inclusive
atmosphere for all, but we
regret that today’s decision
will penalize affected host

Kenan-Flagler asks for fee

communities and fans
throughout the state,” UNCsystem President Margaret
Spellings said in a statement.
“Intercollegiate sports and
the ACC are integral parts of
North Carolina’s economy and
way of life.”
Concerns about the

SEE ACC, PAGE 7

Lawyer’s letter
to chancellor
criticizes UNC
Title IX office
The letter says UNC violated its
2014 sexual assault policy.
By Acy Jackson
University Editor

DTH/JOSÉ VALLE AND NICK BAFIA
The proposed fee would contribute to more space for the school as well as new amenities such as blended classrooms and a leadership program.

The proposed fee would increase over a three-year period
By Aaron Redus
Senior Writer

The Kenan-Flagler Business
School has proposed a plan that
would raise the cost of attendance
for undergraduate business students by charging a new fee of,
eventually, $3,000 per year for
business majors.
The fee is designed to increase
accessibility and keep the highly
ranked program competitive within its peer group.
If approved, the proposal would
require a $1,000 fee each semester of the 2017-2018 school year
for majors and a $500 fee each
semester for minors. These fees
would increase until the 20192020 school year, when majors
would pay a fee of $1,500 each
semester and minors would pay
$750.
The Dean of Kenan-Flagler,
Doug Shackelford, said under its
current model, the school must
turn down qualified applicants
due to lack of building space.
“My main driving thing all
along has been, last year we
turned down some extraordinary

applicants to the program,” he
said. “That’s the kind of thing — I
just go home at night and I don’t
sleep well.”
With money collected from a
student fee, the school can implement a blended classroom model.
Similar to flipped classrooms, the
blended courses consist of two
parts — an online segment and an
in-person discussion segment.
Anna Millar, director of the
undergraduate program, said the
blended courses would improve
student satisfaction and test scores
in addition to increasing the rate
of admission.
“It would be more of a blended
class — so some of the lecture
content is delivered online, but the
interactive discussion — which is
a really big part of our classroom
experience — would still be done
face-to-face,” she said.
The blended course model is
already in effect for the Master of
Business Administration program
and the Master of Accounting
program.
Millar said student input has
remained a priority.
“I think it’s important to know

“It’s getting more and
more competitive
every year to get into
the business school...”
Grant Purcell
Senior business major

that we’ve involved students in this
process as well,” she said. “So we’ve
had both full-time MBA students
help us with this project as well as
undergraduate business students.”
The fees will contribute to the
implementation of a leadership
program and a global initiative
program. MBA students currently
have access to the leadership program, but undergraduates do not.
“It’s state of the art and it’s been
recognized by the AACSB, which
is our accrediting arm,” Millar
said. “That curriculum and content has been established, but we
have not had the funds to be able
to launch that proven, high-caliber
leadership training for undergraduate students.”
The global initiative would provide students with the opportunity

to develop cultural intelligence,
empathy and adaptability.
“We have cultural savvy workshops and global learning labs
where students really go in and
focus on things like adaptability
and empathy, so when they get
abroad they’re more open to taking new experiences and engaging
with people of other cultures as
well,” Millar said.
David Vogel, director of career
development and employee relations for the undergraduate program, said the fees are necessary.
“We looked at other ways that
may not be as costly to increase
the capacity, and candidly we realize that students don’t want to
attend classes at six in the morning or eleven at night,” he said.
“We actually did look at a whole
array of options, and we felt that
the blended online was probably
the best balance.”
The distinction between a fee
and tuition is important, Vogel
said.
“Faculty compensation is
something that fee monies can-

SEE KFBS, PAGE 7

One day after sophomore Delaney
Robinson and her lawyer announced their
intent to pursue self-sworn misdemeanor
charges against UNC football player Allen
Artis, he turned himself in.
According to a statement from the
Orange County Sheriff’s Office, Artis was
then released on a $5,000 unsecured bond
Wednesday. He was suspended from the
football team Tuesday.
Robinson’s lawyer Denise Branch, of
the Raleigh firm Stuart Law, released a
statement in response to Artis’s appearance.
“Everyone should be accountable for their
actions, and we are pleased the process is
finally moving forward,” she said.
Robinson and Branch pursued the
self-sworn warrants for two misdemeanor
charges — sexual battery and assault on a
female — because they were unhappy with
how UNC’s Title IX office and other officials
had handled the case.
According to a letter from Branch to
Chancellor Carol Folt, Robinson initially
met with Katie Nolan, the interim Title
IX compliance coordinator, on March 9 to
report that she had been sexually assaulted in
Ram Village in February.
According to the letter, the conclusion date
of the investigation was pushed off multiple
times until June 24, when Robinson was
told the Title IX office had “completed its
investigation.” She and Branch were told a
final decision would be reached on July 5.
The letter said the decision was then
pushed off until July 18, even though the
investigation had concluded.
Branch said the office notified them on
July 18 that a decision wouldn’t be made until
it received Robinson’s blood alcohol content
from the rape test kit. However, Branch said
this violates UNC’s Title IX provisions.
“The University failed by completely
disregarding the new Title IX guidelines that
they so publicly pronounced they have put in
place,” she said.
UNC’s Title IX office referred The
Daily Tar Heel to the University’s Tuesday
statement when asked for comment.
Another issue Branch had with the Title
IX office was their distribution of Robinson’s
victim impact statement. When Robinson
was informed that the Title IX investigation
had closed, she provided the statement.
Branch said the University violated its own
policy when they distributed the statement in
a July 11 meeting among UNC officials.
“The Title IX guidelines specifically

SEE TITLE IX, PAGE 7

Chelsea Clinton campaigns in N.C. with new education plan
The plan has free public
university tuition for 89
percent of N.C. families.
By Kelsey Mason
Staff Writer

With four high-profile appearances
this week — one at Wake Forest
University Tuesday, and another in
Carrboro Wednesday — Chelsea
Clinton is making her mark in North
Carolina and addressing college
affordability.
In an overflowing Carrboro
Democratic campaign office, Clinton
was introduced by Carrboro Mayor
Lydia Lavelle.
“As First Lady of Arkansas, as
First Lady of the United States, as a
United States Senator, as our country’s
Secretary of State, we see in Hillary
Clinton someone who is tireless in

working on behalf of others,” Lavelle
said.
Clinton began her address by
praising the Carrboro campaign office.
“This is the most active, dynamic
field office in all the ones that we have
across the state,” Clinton said.
Rebecca Kronebusch, a UNC
student at the event, said she thinks
it is significant Clinton chose to
visit Carrboro because it was once
a popular location for supporters
of former Democratic presidential
primary candidate and U.S. Sen.
Bernie Sanders, I. V.T., like herself.
She said she plans to support
Hillary Clinton in November and
didn’t have a problem shifting her
support from Sanders to Hillary
Clinton.
“I hope to see her just uniting the
Democratic Party because I think she’s
doing a really good job of that so far,”
she said. “I really hope that people
continue to see that she’s the only

viable option for president.”
In her speech, Clinton said it was
important to keep the election focused
on policy concerns.
“I think we just have to keep
reminding people that this election is
not a reality television show,” she said.
“That this election is about serious
issues facing our country.”
At Clinton’s event at Wake Forest
University the previous day, she
unveiled Hillary Clinton’s new
policy plan, which would allow
families with incomes of less than
$125,000 — more than 89 percent
of N.C. households — to pay no
tuition at in-state public colleges and
universities.
Eric Johnson, spokesperson for
UNC’s financial aid office, said he
questions the logistics of the plan.
“With all plans like this, the
question is always where is the money

SEE CLINTON, PAGE 7

PHOTO COURTESY OF SYDNEY FEINGLASS
Chelsea Clinton discussed North Carolina education at Wake Forest University.
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Local studio fosters healing through art
By Maggie Mouat
Staff Writer

It’s a picturesque scene of a
tree, sitting idly in a green field
with tiny farm houses in the
background — while the sky
of gold has turned into streaks
of golden heaven that contrast
with the blue sky below it.
This is what Kalisher, a
local art studio in Carrboro,
considers healing art.
With 80 employees — 10
of them internal artists and
designers — Kalisher is a space
that creates both curated and
collaborated art, with healing
art as a category.
Jesse Kalisher, president and
CEO, said it is important for
artists to be on top of the latest
research for environmentallybased art. The studio creates
art for hospitals, senior centers
and other facilities.
“It is also evidence-based
art, the more technical term,
and there have been studies
done that show that the right

art in the right environment
helps the healing process; it
helps patients’ recoveries,” he
said. “And the counterpoint
is that the wrong art in
the wrong environment is
counterproductive.”
Kalisher said when he
started creating healing art, he
looked for advice from interior
designers and healthcare
professionals to give feedback.
David Winton, vice
president and creative director,
said there is a specific process
for matching spaces and pieces.
“Our studio process involves
creating art with traditional
materials and blending them
digitally,” he said. “An example
could be we take a picture
of a dandelion and add an
additional layer that gives it
an even softer feeling to it or
de-saturizate it a little bit in
a way that it is readable, not
only as a nice calming nature
photo but also atmospheric
and warm with colors being
the key.”

Kimberly Kolcz, an interior
designer and owner of Offay
Design Studio in California
and a frequent collaborator
with Kalisher, said Kalisher
blends traditional nature
scenes with modern art twists.
“Nature on its own is what
we try to bring into the art in
each of these facilities and it’s
not in its literal sense, but in
its colors — it comes down to
nature and nature’s colors that
allow us to be relaxed,” she
said.
Kalisher said the design aesthetic, location and architecture of each hospital affects the
art’s design, Winton said.
“You have to look finally at
where the piece is going — is
it going in a pediatric ward, a
cancer ward, a psych ward —
and every one of those areas
carry with them certain criteria
that the research tells us about
(how) the evidence-based art
(works) in the healing process,”
Kalisher said.
Winton said the art is made
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PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID WINTON
Senior Art Developer Hannah Stewart works on a piece of healing art in Kalisher, an art studioon East Main Street in Carrboro.

to give a sense of direction to
patients.
“Rather than having
repetition pieces, we often try
making each piece unique so
it’s like a way-finding marker,”
he said.
Winton said the studio
completed 20 health carerelated projects this year.

“I felt that that was very
important in that art is
not only here to provoke
and inspire and add to the
conversation of life, but
it’s also there to heal and
help provide a passage to
emotional well-being.”
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POLICE LOG
• Someone reported
trespassing on the 200 block
of South Estes Drive at 6:31
p.m. Monday, according to
Chapel Hill police reports.
The subject refused to
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leave gas station over a $.75
increase in drink prices,
reports state.

of Connor Drive at 8:47 p.m.
Monday, according to Chapel
Hill police reports.

block of Gomains Avenue at
8:57 p.m. Monday, according
to Chapel Hill police reports.
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Page 1 stolen vehicle on the 100
block of East Franklin
Street at 11:21 p.m. Monday,
according to Chapel Hill
police reports.
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• Someone committed
larceny on the 500 block of
West Franklin Street at 5:36
a.m. Tuesday, according to
Chapel Hill police reports.
• Someone reported
breaking and entering and

FREY FOUNDATION DISTINGUISHED VISITING PROFESSOR LECTURE

larceny from a motor vehicle
on the 1000 block of South
Columbia Street at 9:29 a.m.
Tuesday, according to Chapel
Hill police reports.
The person stole a
handbag, laptop, iPhone,
credit cards, cash and checks
valued at a total of $2,220,
reports state.
• Someone reported
larceny on the 400 block of
West Franklin Street at 3:35
p.m. Tuesday, according to
Chapel Hill police reports.
The person stole two
power tools valued at $500,
reports state.
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FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

A Conversation with NPR’s

Women

in the Hebrew Bible
and Ancient Israel
THE MORRIS, IDA AND ALAN HEILIG LECTURESHIP IN JEWISH STUDIES

SUSAN ACKERMAN, (Dartmouth College) will discuss how the Hebrew

NPR’s award-winning legal correspondent will
reveal the intrigue behind the headlines in this
discussion with Michael Gerhardt, Samuel Ashe
Distinguished Professor at UNC School of Law.

Tuesday

SEPTEMBER

20

5:30pm in Memorial Hall

Bible is a book that was primarily written by men, for men, and about men, and
thus the biblical text is not particularly forthcoming when it comes to the lives
and experiences of women. This lecture looks at the ways in which scholars have
been able to combine a careful reading of the biblical text with anthropological
and archaeological data, and with comparative evidence from the larger biblical
world, to reconstruct certain features of ancient Israelite women’s culture.

FREE EVENT

September 19, 2016 at 7 p.m.
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education
Free and open to the public. No tickets or reservations required. No reserved seats.

college.unc.edu/frey

RUTH VON BERNUTH
DIRECTOR

PETTIGREW HALL, SUITE 100
CAMPUS BOX 3152
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3152

P: 919-962-1509
E: JEWISHSTUDIES@UNC.EDU
W: JEWISHSTUDIES.UNC.EDU
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Experts find new things in old art
The paintings
were in storage
for 50 years
By Brinley Lowe
Staff Writer

Thanks to art history professor Tania String,
Raleigh’s North Carolina Museum of Art has
made discoveries in 500-year-old British art.
String, who has collaborated with the N.C.
Museum of Art through UNC for six years,
convinced fellow international art experts to
come to Raleigh to analyze nine paintings from
the Jacobean and Tudor eras at a symposium
that took place Monday through Wednesday.
Among the researchers who attended
were fashion historians, art historians and
conservators.
Before String looked at the collection of
portraits in 2010, the paintings had been in
storage for 50 years.
“I don’t think that anybody would have
been interested in exhibiting them had we not
worked so closely with the NCMA to say how
interesting, how important, how unusual these
portraits are,” String said.
David Steel, curator of European art at the
museum, said String brought together some of
the most knowledgable people in the world to
analyze the paintings.
“Lots of (the portraits) had names
attached to them,” Steel said. “Pretty much
every single person who we thought was
depicted turned out to be wrong.”
String said analyzing the styles and
costumes of the portraits helped the
researchers date them and conclude the
portraits were not of the people identified in
the inscriptions.
He also said conservation treatments
helped the experts make discoveries invisible
to the naked eye.
“(In one portrait), everything but the son
was painted at one time, but they actually left
the part blank where the son was, but then
the son was added,” Steel said. “But it could’ve

DTH/EMMA TOBIN
Docent Rhonda Wilkersen leads women from the Oxford Study Group around the “History and Mystery” exhibit in the NC Museum of Art in Raleigh.

been even a year or two later.”
Because of the symposium, String said
discoveries about the identities of the artists
were made as well.
“The naming of one of the artists, possibly
even two of the artists, has come to light by
comparison to other works of art that are
known to other specialists,” String said.
Steel said even a historian was stunned
when the researchers discovered one of the
portraits was embroidered with a snail, honey

leaves, silver and gold.
The full exhibit, “History and Mystery:
Discoveries in the NCMA British Collection,”
will be open until March of 2017.
“We’ve had a collaboration with UNC and
Duke, and I know it’s been a very productive
collaboration which has resulted in this
conference bringing people of international
reputation together,” said Larry Wheeler,
director of the museum.
String said UNC graduate and

undergraduate students analyzing the paintings
are given an opportunity to work hands-on
with British art — something American art
history students are not often able to do.
“We usually work on books or on digital
images,” String said. “For UNC students
to have the chance to work with the actual
primary object is a once in a lifetime
opportunity.”
university@dailytarheel.com

Q&A with Open Eye owner Scott Conary
Carrboro Coffee Roasters
president and Open Eye Cafe
owner Scott Conary will serve
as head judge for the Cup of
Excellence Awards. Conary will
taste 200 types of coffee and
judge each on their flavor, body
and sustainability. Senior
writer Lindsey Hoover spoke to
Conary about his experiences
in the coffee industry.
The Daily Tar Heel: What made
you want to get involved in
the coffee industry?
Scott Conary: I’ve always liked
coffee and I think as a kid
that’s unusual … Throughout
the years I sort of dug in and
started learning, so I guess
you could say it’s a passionhobby and it eventually
became a business.
DTH: What do you love most
about coffee?
SC: It’s always hard to pick
one thing, but if I had to, I
would say that the people
are the most amazing part of
coffee. As much as we love

coffee and can’t do without it,
it’s obviously what drives us
to do what we do.
This is one of the few
industries where people
really choose to come to the
industry. You find people who
have had other professions
and have had other jobs,
but then they choose to be
involved in coffee and they
end up being the happiest
people because they came to
the profession with open arms.
I go everywhere in the world
and every country I go to, you
can go to a coffee farm and the
people are just amazing.
DTH: What is it like judging
competitions like the Cup of
Excellence Awards and how
long have you been doing it?
SC: I’ve been judging various
coffee competitions for the
last 14 years. I came to it from
the point of view of what kind
of things are going to help us
as an industry become better
… You get this huge array of
expertise and cultural dynamic
all centered around coffee.

People use these
competitions as ways to learn
about coffee and get better at
coffee. It’s also a community
thing — we come together as
a community in the industry,
and we interact and share
ideas and best practices.
Everyone gets excited and
gets better at what we’re
doing — and I don’t see that
in any other industry … I can
stand here today and tell you
that we have changed the face
of coffee and how it’s viewed
and how it’s served.
DTH: Can you describe your
favorite aspect of participating
and judging competitions?
SC: I mean, one of the
downsides of being a small
company — your impact is
only so big. It’s as big as you
can grow, but you don’t want
to grow too fast kind of thing
— you don’t want to lose
control of your quality.
With the competitions,
the impact can be even larger
and we’re able to affect more
people’s lives.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SCOTT CONARY
Scott Conary will serve as the head judge for coffee submissions for the Cup of Excellence Awards.

DTH: Do you, and have you
always, drink your coffee
black?
SC: Yes and no — I think like
every kid starts out with it
being a little doctored up …

Confidence in higher ed declines
As college prices rise,
people question the
value of a degree.
By Sayoni Ghosh
Staff Writer

American confidence in the
necessity of higher education is
declining, according to a recent
survey by Public Agenda.
Until this most recent survey,
the percentage of Americans
who thought college education
is necessary to succeed in the
workforce was increasing.
“It may be that people
perceive job opportunities as
limited,” said David Schleifer,
a senior research associate
at Public Agenda. “They see
student loans as too high,
and therefore are somewhat
questioning of the necessity of
a degree.”
Only 42 percent of Americans
agree that college is necessary
for career success — a 13 percent
drop from 2009, the last time
the survey was conducted.
Schleifer said this research
is crucial because of the
governmental effort that goes
into making college more
accessible.
“I think that there is kind
of a larger context of experts
and leaders and policymakers
really making increased college

“I think it’s very good
for young people to
consider both costs
and benefits.”
Jenna Robinson
President of the Pope Center

graduation rates a priority and
so I just think that, to me, that’s
important context for these
findings,” Schleifer said. “There’s
real money going into this.”
According to a report on
job growth and creation from
Georgetown University, 65
percent of all jobs in America
will require postsecondary
education after high school by
2020.
David Rice, executive director
of Higher Education Works, said
the increasing cost of a college
education may be behind this
shift in attitude.
According to the National
Center for Education Statistics,
in the decade after the 20032004 school year, the cost of
undergraduate tuition, fees
and room and board at public
institutions rose by 34 percent,
and at private nonprofit
institutions by 25 percent.
“I think that (people) think it’s
not worth the price they would
have to pay to obtain it,” said
Jenna Robinson, president of the
John William Pope Center for

Higher Education Policy. “I think
people still realize that there is
something to be gained from
college, but it’s not necessarily as
much as you would pay in time
and in money to go to college.”
Rice said the real discrepancy
lies in income rates, which have
been relatively stagnant since the
2008 recession.
“At the same time tuition
was rising, and you’re seeing
people with level-at-best
incomes seeing a price tag go
up, and so, yes, they’re going to
ask more questions about that,”
he said.
Despite these results, Rice
is hopeful about the future of
college education.
“It’s worrisome, but there’s
also plenty of research, just
manifold forms of research, that
indicate that a college education
is worth the price and worth the
debt,” he said.
Ultimately, the question of
higher education depends on the
individual and their situation.
“I think there are a lot
of different pathways to
preparing yourself for life
and preparing yourself for a
career,” Robinson said.
“The four-year college route
doesn’t necessarily have to be for
everybody. I think it’s very good
for young people to consider
both costs and benefits.”
state@dailytarheel.com

You know, as you grow, you
sort of change that ratio.
I try to find nice ways
to get people to try coffee
without anything extra to it,
just so they understand what
coffee should taste like …

The real key is to make
sure the quality is there and
then you can appreciate
that the coffee doesn’t need
anything.
@lmh0987
city@dailytarheel.com

Surgical tower to create
more space for hospitals
The tower, when built, will be
right in front of main hospital.
By Ivy Ingle
Staff Writer

Plans for the new surgical tower at UNC
Hospitals are still under evaluation after its
proposal at the May 2016 Board of Trustees
meeting.
Dr. Brian Goldstein, chief operating
officer of UNC Hospitals, said that as
medical care and technology evolve, UNC
Hospitals aim to stay on top of the changes
by creating a space to house those new
technologies.
“We always want to stay up to date and be
able to provide our patients with the latest
medical care, so replacing some of our ORs
gives us the opportunity to make them more
efficient,” he said.
The current operating rooms were built
in 1952, and are in need of an upgrade, said
Dr. Melina Kibbe, chair of the department
of surgery.
“It is definitely a need for UNC to develop
and build this OR tower so that we can have
state of the art operating rooms, so that we
can provide the patients of North Carolina
the state-of-the-art care, high-quality state
of the art care,” Kibbe said.
Goldstein said the tower is intended
to be a separate building, placed
directly in front of the main hospital.
The hospital will coordinate with its
architects and the University to develop
a design focused on promoting the

efficiency of every staff member.
Along with providing new operating
room suites and technologies to care for
patients, Goldstein said another goal of the
tower is to benefit families and staff as well.
“One of our other goals is to improve
our waiting room space for families and
to…replace facilities for our employees like
locker rooms and changing areas,” Goldstein
said.
Goldstein said funding for the tower
will come from bonds, which will be issued
sometime in the near future. The exact cost
of the project is still under evaluation, but is
currently projected to be about $177 million.
Fourth-year medical student Shimena
Li said she hopes the tower will allow for a
better flow, more privacy for patients and
bigger operating rooms.
“I think ultimately it’s going to make it
much easier for all the faculty involved as
well as the patients,” she said. “It’ll be easier
to access, easier to find and they’ll just have
an overall better experience.”
Surgical resident Rebecca Brown said
the tower is needed due to a current lack
of space. She said she hopes the operating
rooms within the tower will be closer to the
intensive care unit.
More details on the tower will be
announced this spring, Goldstein said.
“We will design the building with
our architects in consultation with the
University,” he said. “It’s worth pointing
out that hundreds of our employees have
already been involved in the design work.”
university@dailytarheel.com
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Cartooning, technical skills and fun
By Ashley Cruz
Staff Writer

A new media club at UNC
is giving students an opportunity to be a part of a group
interested in learning about
and creating animations.
The Carolina Animators
Anonymous club, or AniAno,
is a new student organization
looking for creative and interested students to join.
Diandra Dwyer, president
of AniAno, said during her
first year, she and other students at UNC decided to create an animation club. Last
spring, the club became an
official UNC organization.
The term “Anonymous”
reflects how the club came
to be. At first, AniAno wasn’t
an official club at UNC and
was just a group of students
with similar interest
meeting on their own.
Dwyer said the club’s mission is to have students gain
experience in the art of animation, so they will be able to
take what they’ve learned into
their future. AniAno is not just
about technical skills in animation, but also lets students
tell stories through their work.
“It’s through these
technical skills we can

eventually tell stories that
are compelling and that are
relatable to different people
in society,” Dwyer said.
Dwyer said the Carolina
Animators Anonymous
club does not require any
experience to join. New
members will have the
opportunity to get acquainted
with Photoshop, then will
move onto rotoscoping.
Rotoscoping involves
downloading a GIF and
uploading it into Photoshop
to be split into frames.
Members will be able to draw
over each frame using their
unique and personal style
and then put it together as a
video.
As a new club, AniAno is
receiving a lot of interest such
as a sponsorship from Door
of Clubs, an organization that
helps students find jobs.
Maggie Shibley, vice president of AniAno, said if a student is looking for a way to
get involved in media art at
the University, AniAno is the
club to join.
“(AniAno) fills that gap of
a 2-D animation class that
we don’t really have here at
Chapel Hill,” Shibley said.
Shibley said members come
in with interests in American

DTH/BARRON NORTHUP
Juniors Diandra Dwyer (left) and Maggie Shibley are president and vice president of the Carolina Animators Anonymous club.

and Korean cartooning, but
these are not the only kinds
that one can focus on.
Executive Officer Regina
Lee is in the process of
learning animation and has

already completed one from a
fish tail GIF.
“The people who founded
it want to make this friendly,
open and easy to learn for
everyone,” Lee said.

AniAno’s meetings are two
days a week, and members
are only responsible for going
to one of them.
“We have two per week
since we understand that a lot

of people might not be able to
make it, and we are encouraged to work outside,” Lee said.
“It’s very openly-structured.”
university@dailytarheel.com

Macon County ceases corporal punishment
Retirements play a
role in school districts
halting the practice.
By Carina McDermed
Staff Writer

After Macon County Schools
banned corporal punishment
over the summer, only two
counties in North Carolina —
Graham and Robeson — still
allow the practice.
School districts have
controlled whether they use
corporal punishment — or
physical disciplining — since
1985, when the N.C. General
Assembly allowed them to

determine policy on the
practice.
Tom Vitaglione, senior fellow at the advocacy group NC
Child, said putting pressure on
state legislators and school districts to confront the issue has
been a large part of how the
group has advocated against
the practice.
“Now that we’re down to
just two districts using it, we’re
hoping that in January there
will be another movement to
get a statewide ban,” he said.
“We’ve kept the candle lit and
kept it in front of folks.”
Vitaglione said the determining factor for school boards
to finally ban corporal punishment is usually retirements.

“A lot of it has to do with
younger teachers coming in
who won’t use it even if the
principal allows it, and younger
principals who won’t use it
even if the district allows it,”
he said. “It’s then easier for the
superintendent to go to the
board and say, ‘Now’s the time
to do it.’”
This was the case for Macon.
Chris Baldwin, superintendent
of Macon County Schools, said
the principal of the only school
that used corporal punishment
retired, making the practice
obsolete.
“Corporal punishment was
only used 14 times last year
out of a student population of
4,500 kids,” he said. “We real-

“Any type of corporal punishment is making
children behave worse, not better...”
Elizabeth Gershoff
Associate professor of human development and family sciences at UT Austin

ized that there wasn’t a real
need for it.”
Vitaglione said ending corporal punishment in North
Carolina schools has been a
long battle.
“Since 1985, we’ve been
working with the local
school boards and trying to
convince them that corporal
punishment is an ineffective
disciplinary tool,” he said. “It
does not improve academic
performance; in fact, it

has some real emotional
downsides.”
Elizabeth Gershoff, associate
professor of human development and family sciences at the
University of Texas at Austin,
said using corporal punishment is an ineffective way to
discipline children.
“We know that the more
parents spank their children,
the more aggressive children
are, the more likely they are
to engage in antisocial or

delinquent behaviors and the
more mental health problems
they have,” she said. “Any type
of corporal punishment is
making children behave worse,
not better, whether by parents
or by teachers.”
Gershoff said corporal punishment is also a violation of
children’s right to protection
against violence — which is
guaranteed to adults.
“In states where corporal
punishment is allowed in
schools, if a teacher or principal hits a child, no one really
cares,” she said. “We have a very
troubling double standard with
children in our society.”
@carinamcdermed
state@dailytarheel.com

Fall

Job/InternshIp

Expo

Meet with representatives from organizations that have full-time positions
and internships available in North Carolina and throughout the U.S.
• Corporate, Non-Profit and Government organizations
attending.
• View and research the list of participating
organizations, visit http://bit.ly/2016UNCFallExpo.
• Professional attire is recommended.
• Bring multiple copies of your resume.

9-15-16

12 - 4 pm
Ram’s Head Recreation Center

• Seeking all majors, all disciplines, all graduation years.

#FallExpo
This event is open to UNC-Chapel Hill students only.
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Kenyan senator discusses democracy
By Jenni Ciesielski
Senior Writer

Wednesday night, Kenyan
senator and professor Peter
Nyong’o spoke at the Nelson
Mandela Auditorium about
the current state — as well as
the history — of democracy in
African nations.
Earlier this week, Nyong’o,
the brother of actress Lupita
Nyong’o, spoke to students
in the Introduction to Africa
class. Many students in the
class, including first-years
Diamond Mckoy and Morgan
Kinsey, came to Wednesday’s
event because they wanted
to hear more of what he had
to say.
“I’m really interested in
African politics and he said
he was going to be talking
about some issues that were
going on in Africa right now,”
Kinsey said. “I thought it was
interesting to see what their
government is going through
versus what the United States
is always talking about.”
Nyong’o spent a majority
of the lecture discussing how
elections have been run in
countries like Nigeria, Uganda
and South Africa.
While many countries in
Africa are officially democracies, Nyong’o said they, for the
most part, are being run by
elected autocrats.
He went on to say contro-

DTH/BRIANNA LADD
Peter Nyong’o lectures on building democracy in Africa in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx Global Center on Wednesday.

versies over stuffed ballots, violence in elections, and intimidation towards media and voters have led citizens to question
whether or not elections in the
continent have been run fairly.

“The question we in Africa
face is, is democracy globally
in a seasonal decline? Should
we throw in the intellectual
towel?” he said.
Despite saying he believes

there’s a pessimistic attitude
towards African politics right
now, Nyong’o said those who
continue to resist against
corrupt regimes and fight for
democracy will ultimately be

the ones to shape democracy’s
future.
For there to be a truly democratic government in African
nations, he said there needs to
be an active focus on diversity

and inclusivity in politics —
with everybody being treated
equally.
“Rebels need an agenda
that addresses the plight of the
excluded,” he said “In Africa,
inclusion and representation of
minority rights after elections
are much more important for
democracy than the majority
winning.”
Throughout the lecture,
Nyong’o quoted works from
African political science journals and magazines, as well as
writings from political theorist Thomas Locke. He also
referred to the lecture he gave
at UNC in the fall of 2013.
After he finished speaking,
audiences members were able
to ask for his input on specific
issues currently going on in
African politics.
Particularly enthusiastic
about Nyong’o’s appearance was first-year Mosengo
Ndombe, a political science
major with aspirations to run
for public office.
Ndombe said he found
Nyong’o’s political career and
activism motivating.
“He really inspires me to be
a great democratic politician
and an activist,” Ndombe said.
“He showed it is more
important to serve the people
rather than how long you are
in office.”
@yayjennic
university@dailytarheel.com

Policy, salary the talk of Employee Forum
Delegates discussed
changes to labor and
policy regulations.
By Felicia Bailey
Senior Writer

The Employee Forum
met for the second time
this school year to discuss
University policies and
amendments to the Fair
Labor Standards Act that will
affect salary thresholds.

What happened?
The meeting began with
the presentation of the
Employee Forum Community
Award, or the Three-Legged
Stool Award, to Sharbari Dey,
assistant director of education
and special initiatives in the
Diversity and Multicultural
Affairs office.
The award recognizes
individuals who work to
cultivate cooperation and
collaboration among faculty,
students and staff.
Kim Strom-Gottfried,

director of ethics education
and policy management,
spoke to the forum about
changes being made to
University policies. A new
committee will organize the
University’s 1,600 policies
into an organized database.
Human Resources representatives spoke to the forum
about annual enrollment in
health care with a presentation called “Rock Enroll.”
Linc Butler, associate
vice chancellor for Human
Resources, spoke to the forum
about changes to the Fair

Labor Standards Act that will
result in the raising of salary
thresholds.

Who spoke?
Strom-Gottfried introduced her role as the new
director of ethics education
and policy management. She
said she will be heading an
office where they will create a
policy repository.
“That’s going to be a heavy
lift and it’s going to take a
while, but the notion is to
get policies into a searchable,

transparent, current database,” she said.
Strom-Gottfried said the
project of getting the policies
in order will be a continuous
process because things change
and so will the policies.
After Strom-Gottfried’s
explanation, Butler told
the forum about the recent
changes made to the Fair
Labor Standards Act by the
Department of Labor.
Butler said the salary
threshold for exempting certain employees from overtime
requirements rose to $913 per

week. Employees who don’t
meet the new salary threshold
must receive overtime for all
hours worked over 40 hours.
Butler said this will be
effective Dec. 1, 2016.

When do they meet
again?
The Employee Forum meet
once a month and will meet
again on Oct. 5. There will
be an Executive Committee
meeting on Sept. 20.
university@dailytarheel.com

Tech Fair
#TechFair

Friday, September 16, 2016
11-2pm
Great Hall, Union

J

oin us for the third annual Tech Fair in the Great Hall! Over 50
tech employers will be in attendance to speak with Technology
majors about their job and internship opportunities.

Come prepared with several copies of your resume and informed questions for employers!

View participating employers at http://bit.ly/2016UNCTechFair
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Town Council discusses ﬂood issues
They also talked
about sidewalk
improvements.

Chapel Hill’s topography,
as well as construction in
flood-prone areas before
regulations, are the biggest
obstacles to preventing
flooding.
“Some infrastructure
goes over the flood plain
and we don’t know what
types of piping and other
infrastructure exist over
there,” Sullivan said. “We can
address flooding today by
planning.”
By using public funds
and grants received from
the federal government, the
town can work to improve
conditions in the floodplains,
he said.
“We can expect some
improvement but there will

By Shantan Krovvidi
Senior Writer

Wednesday’s Chapel
Hill Town Council Work
Session included extensive
discussions about the
flooding of areas along Bolin
Creek and updates on ten
sidewalk projects around the
town.
Matthew Sullivan, Chapel
Hill Fire Department
chief, discussed the many
challenges of addressing the
flooding issue. Sullivan said

always be flooding,” Sullivan
said. “I don’t think we can
out-engineer this problem.”
In March 2014, the town
received funds from the
federal government through
the FEMA Hazard Mitigation
Planning Program. Through
an extensive application
process, the town chose four
areas that will use this money
to fix flooding issues. There is
a state-mandated maximum
of $276,000 per area.
“We’re not wishing for a
disaster, but if there is, we
will jump on the opportunity
(for more federal funds),”
Barry McLamb, Chapel Hill
emergency management
coordinator, said. “Our goal
is to make Chapel Hill less

vulnerable.”
Some measures the town
can take to prevent flooding
include maintaining stream
and drainage systems,
continuing community
education and having good
emergency preparedness
protocols, he said.
In Chapel Hill alone, there
are more than $259 million
worth of buildings at risk of
flooding, said Kirby Saunders,
emergency management
coordinator for Orange
County. That equates to
roughly 209 properties.
“This represents a large
group of people that are
affected by flooding,”
Saunders said.
Including the Rosemary

Street Improvement Project,
work is underway on ten
major sidewalk projects
throughout the town, which
are funded through $16.2
million set aside from the
2015 Chapel Hill Bond
Referendum.
These projects were chosen
from an extensive master list
created in 2011 that included
more than 100 potential
projects.
“Our main factors for
picking a project included
proximity to schools, parks
and transit stops,” said
Chris Roberts, manager
of engineering and
infrastructure. “We’re also
changing our design manual
to include parameters for the

visually impaired.”

Notables
It takes a minimum of 410
hours to train emergency
personnel for flooding
situations. Currently the
town has enough resources
to pay for 15 flooding rescue
personnel.

Quotables
“It would be great if we
could keep people from
getting flooded out of their
homes and dealing with
this every year,” Mayor Pam
Hemminger said.
@shantangerine
city@dailytarheel.com

Food for the Summer successfully launched
The program gave
more than 48,000
meals to students.
By Jordan Wilkie
Staff Writer

Chapel Hill-Carrboro City
Schools serve roughly 3,000
children and teens, or 25
percent of their student body,
on the free and reduced lunch
program, as of 2015.
Last year, only 10 percent
of these kids were reached
through summer nutrition
programs, according to
Tamara Baker of No Kid
Hungry NC.
But this year, a new
coalition called Food for
the Summer stepped in and
changed the game by serving
48,145 nutritious meals
between June 13 and Aug. 26
in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro
area.
Food for the Summer is

a project spearheaded by
Chapel Hill Mayor Pam
Hemminger.
She brought together the
Chapel Hill and Carrboro
city governments with an
array of nonprofits and UNC
initiatives to deliver food to
40 sites all summer long.
Baker says Food for the
Summer doubled the number
of sites that served food last
year and more than 20,000
more meals were delivered.
Six-hundred forty-five
volunteers, 120 of whom were
children and teens, worked
over 54 days between Monday
and Friday during the
summer, an extension of four
weeks over last year.
Yet even with all of Food
for the Summer’s help,
Maureen Berner, UNC
professor of government,
points out about 80 percent
of students eligible for free
and reduced school lunch are
still not reached during the
summer months.

The Food for the
Summer program doubled
the effectiveness of what
previously existed, yet the
numbers show there is more
work to be done.
“A majority of public school
children across the United
States are eligible for free and
reduced priced lunch,” said
Nation Hahn, chief growth
officer for Education NC.
“This is not an issue that
is limited to one race, one
gender, one community, one
region.”
In North Carolina, likely
60 percent of children qualify
for the free and reduced price
lunch, Berner said.
In Orange County, one of
the more wealthy regions
in the state, 58 percent of
children are likely eligible
for federal food assistance
programs, according to the
2014 Feeding America report.
In the Chapel HillCarrboro City Schools district,
which serves the group of

kids targeted by Food for
the Summer, 28 percent of
students qualified for the free
and reduced lunch program
in the 2015-16 school year,
Baker said.
Even in this area of
relatively low need, the
demand is not met. The
problem is reaching the
children at their homes.
All meals provided are paid
for through federal funding
and are made by Chartwells
Schools Dining Services, the
contracted meal provider for
the Chapel Hill-Carrboro
school district.
They front the money for
the meals and are reimbursed
only after paperwork is
processed by the federal
government.
However, Chartwells can
only deliver food to so many
locations, which has been a
limiting factor in their work
in previous summers.
Food for the Summer
stepped in with their army

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL
UNC women’s midfielder Megan Buckingham sits with children
who have come to eat lunch provided by Food for the Summer.

of nonprofits and volunteers
and were able to expand
Chartwells’’ food delivery
operations.
“To address the problem of
hunger, we as a society have
two choices,” Berner said in
an email.
“Address hunger through
strong, active public and

DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Line Classified Ad Rates

Deadlines

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252

Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

private efforts. [This] is what
the Food for the Summer
program did this year in a
fantastic effort. Or, address
the underlying economic
distress – but that is a much
longer-term, complex social
issue, not solved easily.”
@jordant_wilkie
city@dailytarheel.com

Line Ads: Noon, one business day prior to publication
25 Words ............. $20/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3pm, two business days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day
BR = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = or best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

Announcements

Child Care Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NOTICE TO ALL DTH
CUSTOMERS

AFTERSCHOOL CHILD CARE 3-6PM. Daily M-F
pick up from school and help with homework
for our 5th grader. Near Southpoint Mall. mvmankad@gmail.com.

THE WALKING CLASSROOM, a national award
winning nonprofit program, is looking for an
intern to help with marketing, prospecting, research, data analysis. On V busline. $8/hr. Send
inquiries to debra@thewalkingclassroom.org.

Want to earn
extra money??

Deadlines are NOON one business day prior to
publication for classified ads. We publish Monday thru Friday when classes are in session. A
university holiday is a DTH holiday too (i.e. this
affects deadlines). We reserve the right to reject, edit, or reclassify any ad. Please check your
ad on the first run date, as we are only responsible for errors on the first day of the ad. Acceptance of ad copy or prepayment does not imply
agreement to publish an ad. You may stop your
ad at any time, but NO REFUNDS or credits for
stopped ads will be provided. No advertising
for housing or employment, in accordance with
federal law, can state a preference based on
sex, race, creed, color, religion, national origin,
handicap, marital status.

Child Care Wanted
CARE FOR SPECIAL NEEDS
BOY

For Rent
FAIR HOUSING

ALL REAL ESTATE AND RENTAL advertising in
this newspaper is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to
advertise “any preference, limitation, or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex,
handicap, familial status, or national origin,
or an intention to make any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination.” This newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising
which is in violation of the law. Our readers are
hereby informed that all dwellings advertised
in this newspaper are available on an equal
opportunity basis in accordance with the law.
To complain of discrimination, call the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development housing discrimination hotline: 1-800669-9777.

Counselors needed for fun and engaging afterschool program at the Chapel Hill-Carrboro
YMCA. Great opportunity to work with elementary aged students leading active and
creative programming in the afternoon. Hours
are 2-6pm on weekdays. Please apply online at
link provided on dailytarheel, com/classifieds or
contact Youth Director Nick Kolb (nick.kolb@
YMCATriangle.org, 919-987-8847) with questions

Help Wanted

GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR: Chapel Hill Gymnastics has part-time positions available for
energetic, enthusiastic instructors. Applicants
with knowledge of gymnastics terminology and
progression skills preferred, must be available
2-4 days/wk. 3:30-7:30pm, some weekends.
Send a resume to hr@chapelhillgymnastics.
com.

Afternoon care needed in Hillsborough M-F
3-7pm for boy with down syndrome. He likes
using iPad and playing with his service dog.
Parents are UNC faculty and prefer UNC students. Additional hours available. $14/hr. Email
sweir@unc.edu or call 919 265 9714.
CHAPEL HILL FAMILY needs afterschool sitter
for 4th grade boy and 6th grade girl. 2:305:30pm M-F. Start last week of September.
Need own transportation. Independent children
who need a little company. Text, call 919-9237858.
SEEKING BABYSITTER To play with our 10
month-old daughter in southwest Durham for a
few hours a day, a couple times a week. Competitive pay. Email pvidwans02@yahoo.com.
BABYSITTER WANTED for 7 month-old at home
10 minutes south of UNC, Tu/Th. Prefer 9am1pm but hours flexible. Need own transportation and references. Email pandora1985@
gmail.com.

AFTERSCHOOL
COUNSELORS NEEDED

HELP LAUNCH A NEW
COMPANY

Want business experience? Want to know the
behind the scenes of launching a new company? Want free donuts and unlimited energy
drinks? Business development customer service
rock star needed to help launch new Durham
based start up. Part-time position (minimum
of 20 hrs/wk). Start September 15th. $15/hr.
Submit resume and cover letter to careers@
bullcitylearning.com.
EARN INCOME BY spreading the word of a
NEW SPORTS GAMING APP to be launched in
October. Send text ONLY to 919-819-0225 with
full name, mobile number and email.

RECYCLE ME PLEASE!

HIRING NOW: CATERING. Server, bartender
and supervisor positions for all home UNC
football and basketball games. Catering experience NOT necessary. Please email resume to
rockytopunc1@gmail.com if interested. Perfect
job for students!

NOW HIRING! Bartenders for amazing new daiquiri bar located in Chapel Hill. We are looking
for energetic personalities who are professional
and engaging and also lively and fun. Send resume with references to: zellsdaiquiris@gmail.
com.

Lost & Found
LOST: DOG. Ripley is 1.5 year-old, female,
Labrador mix. Brown with brown eyes. 40 lbs.
Slipped from collar, so will be collarless. Last
seen near Finely Forest Golf Course, Chapel Hill,
09/13, 8am. Lost on 9/11. Microchipped. Call,
text 919-396-7013.

We have positions available
immediately, no experience
necessary- you just need to
be excited about coming to
work and helping others!
Various shifts available 1st,
2nd and 3rd. Entry-level pay
starting up to $11 per hour.
Visit us at www.rsi-nc.org!

Tutoring Wanted
TUTOR, CHILD CARE

Need tutor ($20/hr.) for our 3rd grader 2 days/
wk. Also occasional sitting ($18/hr.) for our 9
year-old twins. Near Chapel Hill CC. Occasional
driving necessary (gas reimbursed). Email resume to zhenzhen222222@aol.com.

Volunteering
BE AN ESL VOLUNTEER! HELP SCHOOL AGE
ESL STUDENTS FROM VARIOUS COUNTRIES, CHAPEL HILL-CARRBORO SCHOOLS.
TRAINING 9/27 OR 9/28, 5:30-8:30PM.
EMAIL:GMCCAY@CHCCS.K12.NC.US OR CALL
919-967-8211 EXT. 28339.
SCHOOL READING PARTNERS! VOLUNTEER
TO HELP BEGINNING READERS PRACTICE
READING SKILLS, 1-2 HRS/WK. CHAPEL HILLCARRBORO SCHOOLS. TRAINING 9/20 OR 9/22
, 5:30-7:30PM, 9/22, 9-11AM. EMAIL: SRP@
CHCCS.K12.NC.US OR CALL 919-967-8211
EXT. 28336

Sundays 10:00 and 11:45
The Varsity Theatre

UNC CHAPEL HILL
A UNITED METHODIST COMMUNITY

Worship: Sunday Nights 7pm
125 Chapman Hall

a new church with a
mission: to love Chapel Hill
with the Heart of Jesus

Free Dinner: Thursday Nights 6:15pm
University UMC Basement
For the latest details, connect with us:
www.facebook.com/groups/uncwesley
www.uncwesley.org
@unc_wesley

Reli gious Directory
lovechapelhill.com

Closest Chiropractor to Campus!
Voted BEST in the Triangle!

919-929-3552

Dr. Chas Gaertner, DC
NC Chiropractic
304 W. Weaver St.

Keeping UNC Athletes, Students, & Staff well adjusted

Now in Carrboro! • www.ncchiropractic.net

HOROSCOPES
If September 15th is Your Birthday...
Your personal influence expands this year, proving
especially profitable. Use your talents to further a
passion. Grow your family nest egg. Change directions
with a partnership later this month. Balance old
responsibilities with new. Springtime brings peaceful
retrospection and planning, before a romantic
relationship flowers. Let your heart lead.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 5 -- Keep commitments
and handle responsibilities on
time. Start with basic facts and
rules. All is not as it appears. A
confusing situation could get
tense. Get peacefully productive.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 -- Work with friends
on a shared dream. Envision it
accomplished and done. Schedule
regular communication with your
partners and team. Mediate,
when necessary. Foster creative
solutions.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Professional
visions and dreams tempt, and
there’s a challenge. Prepare for a
test. Clarify your objectives and
list potential costs and problems.
Have backup plans. Team up with
a genius.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 -- Expand your
boundaries. Get outside of your
normal terrain and explore.
Speculate and visualize perfection. Make plans and budgets to
get where you’re going. Choose
your path carefully.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 -- Financial matters have your attention. Keep
accounts current, and revise
budgets. Work out priorities with
your partner. Look at things from
another’s view. Determination
and steady, persistent action
wins.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Share the load
today and tomorrow, while
maintaining responsibility. Keep
track of the big picture. Rely
on someone else’s experience.
Compromise. Draw plans and
schedule participation.

UNC Community
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 -- High-energy
activities have your attention. Keep
your promises, and take refreshing
pauses. Old assumptions get
challenged. Avoid friction with
authorities. Use charm and humor
to defuse a tense situation.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 -- Relax and enjoy
time with family and friends. Hide
out, maybe. Sell stuff you don’t
need. Stifle rebellious tendencies,
to keep the peace. Pursue fun, love
and romance.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Make a surprising
discovery at home. You understand
more than ever now. Get expert
ideas on managing a domestic
change. To really learn, teach.
Younger people share freely. Collaborate.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Intellectual exercises
and puzzles come easily. You’re
especially clever. You can figure
out and learn whatever you need.
Study manuals and procedures.
Make outlines and plans. Write and
publish.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- Cash flow velocity
increases. There’s more coming in
and going out. Track it to keep it
positive. Avoid parking tickets or
unnecessary expense. Take care of
business.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 9 -- Take charge of your
destiny. You’re ready to make
changes for the better. Ask for
what you want, and follow through
with necessary actions. Assertiveness works well.
(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.

STARPOINT STORAGE
NEED STORAGE SPACE?
Safe, Secure, Climate Controlled

Hwy 15-501 South & Smith Level Road

(919) 942-6666
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ACC

FROM PAGE 1
economic impact of HB2 have
been raised as businesses,
entertainers and sports
organizations have pulled
commercial investments from
North Carolina in opposition
of the law.
Ben Graumann,
spokesperson for Equality NC,
said the decisions from the
ACC and NCAA to relocate

TITLE IX

FROM PAGE 1

state that her statement
is only to be used at
the conclusion of the
investigation when a
decision has been reached,
and it is only to be used in
determining the appropriate
punishment for the accused,”
Branch said.
Andrea Pino, a UNC

KFBS

FROM PAGE 1
not go to and Kenan-Flagler
had committed to support
the expanded population and
the enhancements with more
faculty, just because we are not
going to just grow class size to
solve that,” Vogel said. “We will
bring on more high-quality,
high-cost faculty.”
On Sept. 20, the Student
Fee Audit Committee will
meet with Kenan-Flagler
representatives to review the
proposal.
Student Congress Speaker
and SFAC member Cole
Simons said SFAC looks forward to hearing the proposal.
“There’s going to be a very
active conversation about it

CLINTON

FROM PAGE 1

going to come from?” he said.
Matt Ellinwood, director of
the Education and Law Project
at the North Carolina Justice
Center, said he also found it
hard to tell from the plan how
it would be funded.
But he said he supports the
idea and is concerned about
rising tuition costs alongside
the importance of a four-year
college degree.
“It’s perverse that over the
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championship events aren’t
surprising, given the two
organizations’ commitment to
protecting fans and players.
“This is just another voice
in the really big chorus now
of voices against HB2,” he
said. “And honestly, I think it’s
going to continue if HB2 is not
repealed.”
On Wednesday, Gov. Pat
McCrory — who signed HB2
into law on March 23 — said
the battle over the law should

be resolved in the courts, not
through economic protests.
“I strongly encourage all
public and private institutions
to both respect and allow our
nation’s judicial system to
proceed without economic
threats or political retaliation
toward the 22 states that
are currently challenging
government overreach,” he said
in a statement.
Roy Cooper, the Democratic
gubernatorial candidate,

blamed McCrory’s leadership
for organizations like the ACC
and NCAA pulling their economic interests from the state.
“This is not just about
sports,” he said in a video
statement Wednesday. “This
is about communities in
North Carolina suffering real
economic blows.”
The city of Charlotte will
watch the ACC Football
Championship from afar for
the first time since 2010, after

graduate and founder of End
Rape on Campus, said she has
generally supported the sexual
assault policy UNC released in
August 2014.
“You know, a policy is great
but if it’s not being enforced,
and there isn’t a deterrence for
the crime, it might as well not
even exist,” she said.
Pino said she is worried
about the focus of the
investigation.

“It’s unfortunate that a
lot of emphasis has been put
on whether or not she was
drinking, because the bigger
problem is that her sexual
assault happened and nothing
was done about it,” she said.
UNC’s statement Tuesday
noted that the issue is
complicated.
“These matters are
complex and often involve
multiple agencies including

law enforcement. While the
University always tries to
complete an investigation
as quickly as possible, our
priority is to ensure that the
factual investigations are
complete and conducted in a
fair and thorough manner,”
the statement said.
Editor-in-Chief Jane Wester
contributed reporting.
@AcyJackson
university@dailytarheel.com

and they’re going to come present and we’ll ask them questions and then vote after that,”
he said. “I do think the committee is worried about setting
a precedent where different
undergraduate degrees cost
different amounts of money.”
Simons said the committee wants to ensure the
University’s standards for
affordability are met.
“Our undergrad has always
prided itself on being affordable and if all of a sudden one
of our programs isn’t affordable, that changes the outlook
for the entire school,” he said.
“If you look at where
our fees stand compared to
other peer institutions, ours
are much lower.”
Alex Pritts, a senior busi-

ness major, said he thinks the
fee proposal is worthy of consideration.
“I don’t think it’s that horrible of an idea. I feel like we
get so much more, because
it’s so separate, that there’s a
lot that comes out of this program that I see value in and
would be willing to pay for,” he
said. “And when you look at
other top business programs,
especially at the private level,
I think $2,000 compared to
what those people pay for their
programs is a bargain still.”
Grant Purcell, a senior business major, said the proposal
could help accessibility.
“It’s getting more and more
competitive every year to get
into the business school, so
to propose the idea that more

students can be admitted, I
think, is a really great idea,”
he said.
“It’s getting to the point
when you’re going through
the whole process, you see a
lot of people who you think
deserve to get in, not get in,
and this is what they really
wanted to do, but they don’t
have a chance to do that.”
The business school will
request approval from SFAC
on Sept. 20. The fee would
then pass through the Student
Fee Advisory Subcommittee
and the Tuition and Fee
Advisory Taskforce before
reaching the Board of Trustees
in November and the Board of
Governors in February.

same time that we’ve upped the
educational requirements for
these various jobs, that we’ve
also increased the cost of it —
that’s made it really difficult,”
he said.
The plan focuses on two
aspects of college affordability
— costs inhibiting enrollment
and debt limiting graduates.
Jenna A. Robinson,
president of the John William
Pope Center for Higher
Education Policy, said the plan
addresses a legitimate problem,
but she does not think it is the

right plan and could hurt the
private colleges not included.
“I know there is a plan
to help some HBCU’s and
some small colleges without
endowments, but there are a
lot of small universities that
won’t be involved in this, and
for them it’ll be a real blow,”
she said.
Robinson said she estimates
the costs would start at $3.4
billion and would encourage
people to go to a four-year
university when that might not
be the right path for them.

“I think that she has picked
up on something that people
of all different political stripes
acknowledge is a problem,” she
said.
In the press release for the
report, Chelsea Clinton said
her mom is committed to
helping all children live up to
their potential.
“Making college affordable
for all of North Carolinians is a
fundamental part of that goal,”
she said.
@kelseyleighmase
state@dailytarheel.com

also losing the NBA All-Star
Game in July.
The conference title game
opened in Jacksonville in 2005
and was played in Tampa,
Florida from 2008-2009
before moving to Bank of
America Stadium — where it
has remained for the past six
seasons.
“I hate it for the state of
North Carolina,” said Larry
Fedora, UNC’s football coach.
“And I hate it for the people of
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Charlotte.”
The ACC Baseball
Tournament will move from
North Carolina for the first
time since 2009. The men’s
basketball tournament,
typically played in Greensboro,
will be hosted in Brooklyn as
previously scheduled.
State and National Assistant
Editor Kent McDonald contributed reporting.
@CJacksonCowart
sports@dailytarheel.com

university@dailytarheel.com

dailytarheel.com/classifieds
find a job • buy a couch • sell your car

Keep your eyes open
The owner of Open Eye
Cafe is about to judge a
major coffee competition.
See pg. 3 for story.

games
© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Level:

1

2

3

4
Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

Solution to
last puzzle

Healing artistically
Kalisher is a studio in
Carrboro that wants to help
people heal through art. See
pg. 2 for story.

Political from the start
First-year Tarik Woods
has a plan to be elected
president in 2044. Visit
online for more.

Discipline changes
Only two counties in
North Carolina still allow
corporal punishment in
schools. See pg. 4 for story.

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Host of “Late Night
Joy”
6 Pennant contest
10 Herbal seed used in
smoothies
14 Truly impress
15 Screen image or
screen idol
16 Called
17 Eleventh hour
19 Language of Pakistan
20 Beach toy
21 “Otello” composer
22 She played Jackie on
“Nurse Jackie”
23 Age of Reason
philosopher
25 Short fiction
27 Sloth and envy
29 First name in scat
30 Super __
33 Words after save or
take
36 Afghan capital
39 Lamb
nurser
40 Speaker’s
stand ... or
what each
set of circled
squares
graphically
represents
42 Mama
bear, in Baja
43 Sauce
made with
pine nuts
45 Roll dipped
in wasabi

46 __ cabbage
47 Drawn tight
49 Big name in golf
clubs
51 Bugs’ voice
55 Storied monsters
58 Airline known for
tight security
59 About
61 Algerian seaport
63 Humorist Barry
64 Unparalleled
66 Plugging away
67 Heated contest, in
more ways than one
68 Aquafina rival
69 Some skinny jeans
70 Torah cabinets
71 Like a neglected
garden
Down
1 Refuse to, with “at”
2 Outlook messages
3 Lacks choices

4 Quetzalcoatl
worshipers
5 High-__ image
6 Jasmine __
7 Part of an autumn
stash
8 Many a beach rental
9 Bitter green in mixed
greens
10 Fur-loving de Vil
11 Work that may be
imposed with a prison
sentence
12 29-state country
13 Feverish bouts
18 “Still ... “
24 Honda Fit competitor
26 Warning sign in the
Rockies

(C)2012 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

28 High waters
30 Abundance in the
cheerleading squad
31 Reverence
32 Observation with a
sigh
34 Kwik-E-Mart clerk
35 Kitchen amt.
37 Take for a sucker
38 Little fellow
41 Many an Indian fan
44 Computers that travel
well
48 Puget Sound city
50 It’s on the record
51 Wartime award
52 Fill with joy
53 Forty-__
54 Links hazard
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
“As much as we love coffee and can’t do
without it, it’s obviously what drives us to do
what we do.”
Scott Conary, on what makes coffee great.

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT
“Everything’s wrong when our system makes
a rape-victim feel like a suspect.”

Gwendolyn Smith
Not Your Token

focuser, on shaming sexual assault survivors.

Junior journalism major from
Charlotte.
Email: gwenren@live.unc.edu

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Consent
means
a clear
yes

Make a statement
through protest

I

NEXT

am disappointed and
angry. My anger and
disappointment hit me
for many reasons and in
different ways. The most
shocking reason being that the
sexual assault claim issued by
Delaney Robinson was grossly
mishandled. I live on campus.
I love everything about UNC –
from my professors and classes
to Sup Dogs and all-nighters
in the Undergraduate Library.
What’s terrifying is that my
roommates, my friends and I
could easily find ourselves in
Delaney’s shoes.
Since Tuesday, I have
been in awe of how ignorant,
indifferent and dismissive
people can be when the topic of
sexual assault arises.
Sexual assault can happen to
anyone, anywhere. Between the
blaming and pointing fingers,
there is something to learn
from some members of the
UNC community’s actions in
this case.
To begin, let’s define consent.
Consent is “permission for
something to happen or
agreement to do something.”
Note the “agreement” aspect
of that definition. In most
situations, an agreement
requires more than one party.
In sexual situations, you most
definitely need an agreement
between two people.
To be clear:
“Yes” means yes.
“No” means no.
“I don’t know” means no.
Not being coherent enough
to speak means no.
If a person is “blackout
drunk,” that means no.
What a person ate or with
whom they have a relationship
does not impact a single
instance of consent.
What a person is wearing
does not impede their ability
to communicate. Therefore, it
should not be brought up in a
conversation when discussing
sexual assault.
In asking those questions,
you are not only delegitimizing
their experience, but you
may contribute to the person
blaming themselves for what
happened.
If Robinson’s lawyer is
correct, one would think
that the UNC Department of
Public Safety would have been
respectful and considerate when
interacting with Robinson.
Honestly, I was sure that
“The Hunting Ground” would
have impacted the psyche
of every viewer to the point
where most people on campus
would at least be familiar
with the film. I cannot change
what happened, nor force any
administrator’s hand, but what
I can do is use this column as a
tool of reflection.
This keeps happening. And
it keeps hitting closer and
closer to home. How long will
you let it continue before the
house collapses?
A badge, or a title indicating
civil authority, implies that you
protect and serve. Naturally,
one thinks of protecting people
physically, but you should also
protect their dignity. You can be
friendly and respectful without
delegitimizing the claim or
emotions of the other party
involved.
It takes strength and
bravery to report an assault.
It takes even more strength
to endure months of waiting
around while those you
entrusted to protect and
support you neglect to do so.
9/16: Lens of Oynx
Cam Jernigan reflects on negative stereotypes.

EDITORIAL

Let’s host candidates
UNC’s campus
should attract
major candidates.

A

major party presidential candidate hasn’t
visited our University
since 2012, when President
Obama slow-jammed the
news with Jimmy Fallon
from our campus. More
recently, forums with state
and local candidates from
both parties on our campus
have been quite scarce.
We are a public, civically
engaged campus in a swing
state, where our governor’s
race and senate races are
likewise in almost a dead
heat. If there is ever a time
to capitalize on our student
body’s collective political
power, it’s now. Our campus

is one of the largest, most
public and most politically
important campuses in the
country, yet we’ve hosted few
major candidates.
As a board that continually calls on this campus to
engage in elections both
local and national, we
believe our student body is
capable of solving this issue
with a little planning.
While the burden for
inviting candidates to campus traditionally lies with
student government, there
are other available avenues.
The recent visits of
Chelsea Clinton, Tim Kaine
and Donald Trump to
nearby North Carolina spots
speak to how feasible this
goal truly is.
We believe that, out of the
fabric of intertwined advocacy and political groups

on campus, there has to be
some connection strong
enough or some argument
convincing enough to rope
many of these major candidates into a campus visit.
Luckily, from our conversations with them, the
student government will
partner with some political
organizations on campus to
coordinate their efforts and
strategize their approach
for both local and national
figures. To be clear, student
government will invite
politicians from at least both
major parties.
So, well-connected reader,
we urge you to come out
of the woodwork and help
make this happen. We think
our campus can do better;
our very student body holds
critical importance to so
many elections this cycle.

EDITORIAL

Whatever you do, vote
Don’t let a tough
decision keep you
from deciding.

V

oting has long been
the cornerstone of
every democracy and
the foundation for representative government.
Democracy entails collective diversity and thrusts a
civic duty upon its citizens to
speak for their own interests
as well as for society.
Just as well, from a global
and historical perspective,
voting has never been and
will never be a right; it is a
privilege.
The power structures in
North Korea, Russia, Nigeria
and Iran are a testament to
the importance of maintaining a balance of power with
the people.

Voter turnout has been
consistently abysmal in the
United States, striking rates
as low as 53.6 percent in the
2012 election and worse for
mid-terms.
This cannot continue to
be an acceptable norm when
more than 20 developed
nations continue to rank
above us in voter participation, many around the 80th
percentile. The U.S. declares
itself a champion of historical and modern democracy,
but our voter turnout statistics show otherwise.
This election has turned
many voters off from both
main party candidates,
and some are considering
abstaining from the voting
process entirely.
To the voter considering
abstention: don’t.
From a democratic per-

spective, a more representative vote is not a concept
many would argue against;
the principle is a non-negotiable pillar of our government.
Not voting is an undue
exercise of privilege when so
many do not have the social
capital or class rank to afford
not to vote for change in
their lives.
At the end of the day, your
personal emotions toward
candidates do not justify the
choice of not participating in
the process you claim to care
so much about.
When presented with two
evils, and when you have
opinions on both, you should
be morally bound to society
and yourself to have an effect
on the outcome.
Don’t forget to vote. Don’t
ignore the vote. Just do it.

QuickHits
Just bee

Temporary tattoos

NCAAHHHH

We need bees. How else
would the Bee Movie make
sense? How
else would we
have honey?
How would we
have flowers?
The truth is bees are super
cool, and we should all feel
ashamed that our habits are
ruining their environment.
We will find you if you dare
use this newspaper to kill a
bumblebee.

Temporary tats are the best,
most economically feasible
way to see if a
permanent commitment would
suit you. Metallic
gold and silver
designs have recently become super popular, a la Beyoncé. Real tattoos require
hours of pain and hundreds
of dollars. You know what
doesn’t? A sheet of puppythemed temporary tats.

You know it’s bad when a
business built on unpaid
exploitation and
corrupt commercialism goes
“North Carolina?
We can’t get
involved with a place that
problematic.” Gov. McCrory,
get some glasses that fit
your face and take an honest look at your state. If you
want better press, do something good, like quitting.

100 years later

Meninists

Love your librarian

The Chicago Cubs stand
a real chance to win the
World Series this
year. Regardless
of your favorite
baseball team,
we can all agree
that if any team deserves it,
the Cubs do. So, going into
October, we should all be
rooting for them. Go get a
big plate of goat meat (remember the curse), or soy
goat if you’re in Carrboro.

Here’s a list of imaginary
things: ethical capitalists,
Santa Claus,
the square root
of a negative
number and the
importance of
mens’ rights activists. To
all meninists, if we showed
your mother your most
sexist, ignorant tweets,
how would you feel? Would
she wipe away your tears?
Would you deserve it?

Are we the only people
who feel bad about using
the online book
request feature
from the library?
Like, we do pay
for it with our
hefty tuition bills, but we
feel bad sending someone
to find a book for us just because we don’t understand
the Library of Congress classification system. Sorry, kind
Davis people. We love you.

TO THE EDITOR:
As a third generation Tar
Heel, proud alumna and
football season ticket holder,
nobody loves this University
and its sports teams more
than I do. As a woman, a
prosecutor, and a friend
to several sexual assault
victims, however, nobody
is angrier than I am over
the University’s handling of
sexual assault cases.
My family and I have
always been loyal donors
to the departments and
programs at Carolina for
which we care very deeply.
That changed three years
ago, when Landen Gambill
and Andrea Pino brought to
light UNC’s failures on the
handling of campus sexual
assault cases.
At that time, I publicly
vowed that I would not
donate another penny to the
University until the school
made a demonstrable effort
to fix the problems at hand
and give its students the
safe learning environment
they deserve. I have kept my
word.
Delaney Robinson’s
courageous and
heartbreaking story this
week has shown me that,
despite the U.S. Department
of Education’s investigation
and the University’s
subsequent promises to
make things right, nothing
has changed.
The Department of
Public Safety still treats
victims like suspects. The
administration still drags
its feet on investigative and
disciplinary actions. Women
are still afraid to come
forward because nothing
will be done.
I now encourage ALL
alumni of this great
university to withhold their
donations to the school and
the athletics department
until the problem is finally
fixed. Money talks. Maybe
now somebody will listen.
Allison Linas
Class of ’09

DTH unfair to UNC
fraternities
TO THE EDITOR:
As a member of a
fraternity, the article you
published titled, “Just what
you need: a safe space for
white men,” baffles and
disappoints me.
I am outraged that
you could be so ignorant
as to paint such a
misrepresentation of who
I am. To use such a blatant
stereotype is tired, lazy, lowquality journalism.
First, you kicked off the
piece with a short foreword,
which amounted to little
more than an omission of
responsibility.
The little blurb about
The Daily Tar Heel claiming
this has no relation to
any fraternity is the same
thing as a child saying “no
offense,” before he launches
off into a joke about his
friend’s mom.
Do you really think
anyone is that blind?

Moreover, you publish
an unrealistic, exaggerated
view of what a fraternity
member is, which I can only
assume you arrived at after
watching “Neighbors.”
I think the point of
your message was to
vilify, or satirize, what you
perceive as an example of
an oppressive patriarchy
that is intolerant of people
who are not like-minded.
What I cannot understand
is how you thought bashing
a significant portion of the
student body was a good
way of fighting intolerance
and ignorance.
To be clear, if a piece like
this had been submitted that
was instead about being a
person of color or a member
of the LGBTQ community,
the author would have
gotten crucified. The only
thing you have achieved
in publishing this article is
further splitting apart the
student body.
Andrew Mitchell
Senior
History and peace, war and
defense

People are to blame
for the loss of wolves
TO THE EDITOR:
As The Daily Tar Heel
has noted, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service recently
decided to transform the
Red Wolf Recovery Program
to focus on captive, not wild,
wolves.
This is not valid morally
or scientifically. If we were
to consider the problem
ecologically, we would
have a number of much
better paths of action, like
gaining support from local
landowners. Instead, the
FWS has decided to go the
easy route.
But we’ve been
transforming these wolves’
habitat for years, pushing
them into the margins and
now almost to extinction.
It’s about time for us to
restrict ourselves a little bit
and rewild those areas that
were lost.
The FWS chose to focus
on captive populations
because this poses no real
challenge to industrial
development and habitation
of or near natural areas.
But we would do well to
remember that we need wild
nature just as much as the
red wolves do, for moral,
economic and scientific
reasons.
For example, a (nonlocal) piece of art featured a
bee saying, “If we go down,
we’re taking you with us.”
Isn’t it time to recognize
the truth of this sentiment,
that our invasions have
consequences?
If you are interested
in this topic, a film and
panel on the red wolves
will take place on Sept. 29
at 7 p.m. in the Hanes Art
Auditorium 121.
It will feature
representatives of major
conservation organizations
like The Wildlands Network
and Defenders of Wildlife.
Let’s keep red wolves
wild!
John Jacobi
Sophomore
Information and library
science
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